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EDITORIAL

Feeling virtually comfortable?
The "Comfortable Vehicle" includes a wide range of topics
and domains from Noise, Vibration and Harshness (NVH) and
thermal comfort to driver assistance systems and requires
innovative thoughts from different directions. The VIRTUAL
VEHICLE Research Center reliably provides both in-depth
and integrative know-how and is cooperating with international partners from industry and academia in numerous research projects on these topics.
VIRTUAL VEHICLE develops simulation tools and methods
to predict the impact of measures on vehicle comfort already
in an early development phase. Close interaction between simulation and our research and testing facilities is essential in
order to provide optimum solutions.

In this issue
This issue of our magazine gives an overview of current research projects that all deal with various aspects of vehicle
comfort, e.g. flow-induced low frequency noise, NVH for Emobility or green HVAC solutions.
We are particularly proud of having distinguished industry experts sharing their views:
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Porsche’s Bernhard Pfäfflin guides us right to the source of
noise reduction while Roberto Mangiantini, NVH-Manager at
FCA, gives an insight into challenges of his trade. Last but
not least, Shanjin Wang of Renault's Powertrain Engineering
Division explains the path to reach good NVH performance
with the constraints of fuel economy, engine downsizing, high
efficiency combustion and powertrain weight reduction.
We wish you a "comfortable" read!
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From Idea to Realization

Introduction to
Comfortable Vehicle
If we could have the freedom of choice between a seat in first class or economy on a long-distance flight, we all would
most likely prefer a comfortable first-class trip. But what does passenger comfort mean in the world of automotive
industry? Which technologies are already available or close to grasp to realize "affordable" comfort?

O

ne effect of the significantly increasing mobility is that people spend
more time in their vehicles. For these hours on the road, the passenger expects a safe, environmentally friendly and comfortable ride in a
modern car. Supported by improving comfort in our daily work and leisure
time in fields such as ambient assisted living, building automation or smart
phone technology, the expectations concerning comfort have increased
as well and gained specific importance in mobility. No doubts that we
often associate quality, reliability or innovation when we think of a highly
comfortable vehicle.
Automated driving - and autonomous driving in the future – will make the
passenger compartment even more a place of relaxing transport, communication and efficient work. The passenger comfort has become an
important attribute in the differentiation strategy of vehicle manufacturers
- and it will be even more important in the future.
Defining "comfort" typically includes rather subjective impressions. It
is mostly associated with the feeling of relaxation and well-being. Developing the vehicle comfort for a large group of customers and future
passengers means to design a well-balanced sum of individual aspects
and measures – each of them with individual weight but all relevant. The
perfect thermal comfort in the passenger compartment would be distorted by an annoying fan noise
or an undesirable smell of the heating, ventilation
& air conditioning (HVAC) system, and so would
the insufficient ease of use of a human-machineinterface (HMI) reduce the comfort impression of
advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS).
The key aspects for comfortable mobility in passenger cars comprise temperature, air quality, noise, vibration, light, ergonomics as well as usability
of assistance systems. VIRTUAL VEHICLE has put
a lot of efforts in the development of methods for
the assessment and improvement of vehicle comfort. Therefore, our experts in technical fields such
as thermo- and fluid dynamics, noise, vibration and
harshness, vehicle dynamics, infotainment, HMI
but also psychologists have worked together to understand the challenges, find solutions and provide
relevant contributions to support our partners in the
development of more comfortable vehicles.
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Comfortable Interior Noise
Driven by growing customers’ expectations, low interior noise has become a vehicle comfort attribute of high importance. The noise reduction
measures in the vehicle are targeted on reduced structure borne and airborne noise from a few Hz up to frequencies of more than 10 kHz.
Porous acoustic lining materials for example, such as in the floor carpet,
headliner or firewall sound insulation, are widely used to damp noise from
various sources and to reach the passenger comfort targets. Due to the
complex nature of porous materials, the modelling and simulation of their
vibro-acoustic behaviour becomes challenging and requires high computational efforts.
A hybrid numerical-experimental method with a patch transfer function
coupling strategy between vehicle structure, porous material and geometry of the passenger compartment has been developed at VIRTUAL
VEHICLE. The strengths of both - simulation and experimental characterisation - are fully exploited: a significant speed-up and improved reliability
for full vehicle interior noise simulation can be achieved. (Read more on
page 10).

Downsizing: A Major Challenge for NVH
Downsizing means reducing mass and engine displacement while
maintaining performance levels, e.g. due to the reduction of cylinders and
additional forced induction. However, this may change the NVH behavior
dramatically. New methods and technologies are necessary to improve
vibration comfort and acoustic behavior of downsizing concepts.
One important aspect related to downsizing is the acoustics of intake and
exhaust systems. By using INEXAS, a unique tool developed at VIRTUAL VEHICLE, it is possible to precisely predict the orifice noise of turbocharged engines, based on improved simulation methods for the individual components (e.g. turbocharger, muffler, aftertreatment of exhaust
system).

HVAC – Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning
Heating, ventilation and air conditioning play a central role in energy consumption and driver comfort. In addition, the industry has to cope with
new legislation concerning refrigerants. VIRTUAL VEHICLE covers the
following issues of HVAC systems:
•
•
•
•
•

Simulation and testing on component level and system level
De-frosting strategies for heat pumps used in the air conditioning of
hybrid and electric vehicles
Refrigerants (CO2 vs. r1234yf, etc.)
Aero-acoustics of the airflow (including rotating parts and the interaction with the vehicle structure)
Control strategies in an overall vehicle context

tion and experimental testing is essential in order to provide optimal solutions. VIRTUAL VEHICLE offers numerous research facilities (e.g. test
beds to investigate CO2 as a cooling agent for air conditioning).

Comfort needs Cross-Domain
The development of affordable vehicles requires expertise in various disciplines and different domains. In ambitious R&D projects the comprehensive cross-domain know how and the successful application of hybrid numerical and experimental methods at VIRTUAL VEHICLE is augmented
by further in-depth knowledge of various scientific partners, in particular
of Graz University of Technology.
The deployment of enhanced materials and technologies (e.g. from control engineering), which have become reliable and applicable for automotive industry, are combined with R&D progresses in considering the human perception. The solutions that VIRTUAL VEHICLE already provides
and currently develops will further contribute to vehicle comfort. ■

Dr. Jost Bernasch
Managing Director
VIRTUAL VEHICLE

Dr. Anton Fuchs
Head of NVH & Friction
VIRTUAL VEHICLE

Concerning the future challenges of thermal management systems, VIRTUAL VEHICLE is cooperating with partners from industry and academia
in numerous research projects (incl. the EC-funded projects IMPROVE,
iCOMPOSE, OPTEMUS and eDAS). Close interaction between simula-
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Comfortable Vehicle

Flow-induced,
low frequency noise
Aerodynamic noise is of major importance for vehicle comfort at high driving speeds. To predict flow-resonant, lowfrequency noise, a consortium of industrial partners BMW and ANSYS and academic partners FAU Erlangen and
TU Vienna joined their efforts in a three-year research project lead by Virtual Vehicle. This article presents a concept
of the numerical workflow and shows the results of automotive application to demonstrate the latest achievements
when tackling this challenging task.

D

riven by the ever-increasing tightening of legal regulations and growing customers’ expectations, noise, vibration and harshness (NVH) is
becoming a crucial functional performance attribute of modern vehicles.
In particular at low frequencies, buffeting noise is becoming a major concern with respect to the passenger comfort. The vortices which are shed
in the shear layer might couple with the resonance frequencies of the
acoustic cavity giving rise to low frequency booming noise. To account for
this noise generation mechanism in a numerical simulation, we developed
a forward-coupling strategy, which integrates transient computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis with a vibro-acoustic finite element method
(FEM) model into one seamless workflow.

State-Of-The-Art
Over the past decade, vast efforts have been spent in computational modelling of the sunroof buffeting phenomena [1,2]. In particular, good results have been achieved by including the flow-excited cavity resonance
into transient, compressible, CFD analysis. Nevertheless, just very little
detail is given on the coupling of buffeting noise with vibro-acoustics to
also include the effects of mutual interaction between flow and flexible
structures.

ding the most accurate description. Unfortunately, the high computational
burden of those methods renders their application to full scale vehicles
almost impossible. To reduce the computational efforts, we therefore developed a one-way coupling procedure to couple flow and vibro-acoustics
thus neglecting the minor feedback of the vibrating structures on the flow,
see Figure 1.
Together with leading industrial and
academic partners, VIRTUAL VEHICLE
bridges the technological gap between
the time-domain CFD and steady-state
FEM simulations.

Figure 2: Compressible CFD simulation – vortices detached from a vehicle

In a first step, the compressible flow is calculated in the time domain by
the finite volume solver ANSYS Fluent, see Figure 2. The frequency transformed pressure data is then mapped onto a finite element surface mesh

Figure 1: Conceptual sketch of the numerical workflow

The Best of Both Worlds
A fully coupled numerical scheme would take into account the complete
interaction between compressible fluid and flexible structures, thus provi-
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Figure 3: Pressures from CFD simulation mapped onto FE mesh

wind tunnel, see Figure 5. During these
measurements, both air-borne and structure-borne data noise have been acquired
to better understand aerodynamic excitation mechanisms and complex transfer
paths taking place on a real car.

Conclusions and Outlook
Extensive experimental campaigns conducted in an aeroacoustic wind tunnel
allowed to gain very detailed insight into
the physics behind flow-noise generation
mechanisms on highly complex build-up
structures such as a vehicle. In particular the relation between the exterior
flow field and the structural excitation of the car body helped to tailor and
initialize numerical models.
Figure 4: Vibro-acoustic FEM
analysis – sound pressure
field inside the passenger
compartment

by a special-purpose, Python-based script providing different interpolation strategies for scattered, complex-valued data, see Figure 3.
Finally, the vibro-acoustic analysis is conducted by MSC NASTRAN solver including all important mechanical and acoustic properties (Figure 4).
Since large structural sub-systems of a car body such as doors, metal
panels and windows are likely to couple well with the exterior flow field,
the numerical workflow proposed also needs to account for these transfer
paths.
The workflow therefore includes both (i) the direct flow-resonant noise
generation phenomena and (ii) the indirect transfer paths via flexible
structures. As a mutual phase relationship becomes important at lower
frequencies, both noise transfer mechanisms have to be correctly represented in the vibro-acoustic FE model to preserve the phase information.

Application Study
The numerical workflow proposed has been applied on a mid-size luxury
station wagon. As large amount of data is exchanged between different
computational platforms, particular attention has been paid to the interfaces for data handling.
In order to validate the numerical results, simulation work has been complemented by experimental campaigns conducted in BMW's aeroacoustic

By coupling CFD simulation with an FE model in a forward manner the
numerical workflow has proven to be an adequate tool to account for the
aero-vibro-acoustic effects occurring during real-life load conditions.
Ongoing research work addresses further optimization of computational
efficiency of the whole process to fully exploit the strengths of both, wellestablished techniques, namely CFD and FEM. ■
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NVH Comfort of the Alternative Powertrain

Noise and Vibration
for E-mobility
E-mobility has gained increasing importance, making it essential also to consider Noise, Vibration, Harshness
(NVH) issues of electrified vehicles. VIRTUAL VEHICLE has set up several research and development projects to
investigate these complex NVH issues. Solutions shown will be approached from both, simulation and experimental
investigation.

T

he sound masking effects of the internal combustion engine (ICE)
disappear in pure electric vehicles. The passengers can now hear
disturbing noise e.g. from the HVAC system or the gearbox. VIRTUAL
VEHICLE intensively participates in these investigations and takes over
a leading role in delivering methods and solutions for a better understanding of NVH phenomena of the electric and hybrid powertrain.

The HICE was operated at several stationary operating conditions from
2200 rpm to 3750 rpm ICE engine speed at full and part load to validate
the simulation models. Surface acceleration (at 41 points) and 1 m sound
pressure level (with six microphones) were measured under operating
conditions.

Generator-Integrated Engine Unit
Sophisticated technical approaches exist to provide on-board electric
energy by means of a generator-integrated engine unit. The ICE can be
implemented as a range extender (auxiliary power unit), where the function of the ICE-generator unit is to charge the high voltage battery and to
supply the electric motor with energy respectively.
VIRTUAL VEHICLE developed FEM- and MBS-based methods to characterize and predict the NVH behavior of such a generator unit in a joint
research project with the project partners Obrist Powertrain GmbH and
Graz University of Technology. The Obrist generator-integrated engine
unit HICE (see Figure 1) has been investigated by means of numerical
simulation and experimentally on the VIRTUAL VEHILCE acoustic powertrain test rig.
An elastic MBS model of the HICE
including con-rods, crankshafts,
bearings, gears, valves, camshaft, and timing drive has been
developed. The MBS model also
includes elastic FEM components
such as engine mono-block,
camshaft cover, crank cover and
generator cover. The excitation of
the model was implemented as
vertical con-rod forces, based on
the measured cylinder pressure
characteristics of the combustion.
The surface velocities were calculated and mapped on the surface
Figure 1: HICE generator-integrated
engine unit Source: Obrist Powertrain GmbH
of the FEM model of the HICE
(Figure 2). With this representation, also measures to reduce the surface velocity respectively the noise
radiation could be derived.
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Figure 2: Vibration velocity map on the surface of
the HICE used as a basis to derive NVH measures

A comparison between numerical and experimental results shows good
agreement and confirms the numerical approaches used. Figure 3 compares results for the camshaft cover at 3000 rpm engine speed under full
load (1/3 octave and narrow band): The agreement between measurement and simulation is very good until the frequency range of interest of
2 kHz. Decreasing matching above 2 kHz is due to the lack of the timing
system (valves, drive, etc.) from the MBS model, since these components
have a large contribution on the surface vibration velocity in that frequency range.

Pure Electric Powertrain for a
Lightweight Passenger Car
VIRTUAL VEHICLE is performing strategic investigations concerning the
characterization of the NVH behavior of the pure electric powertrain for
small lightweight passenger cars between the classes L7E and M1. The
concept of the vehicle and the powertrain is shown in Fig. 4 and 5.
The measurements have been carried out on the VIRTUAL VEHICLE
acoustic powertrain test rig and were performed at several operating
conditions, from 1000 – 9000 rpm engine speed (stationary and run-ups)
at max 100 Nm torque in two configurations with and without thermoacoustic encapsulation. Surface acceleration (at 13 points) on the electric
motor, gearbox, frame and inverter as well as 1 m and near field SPL with
nine microphones were measured.

From the extensive NVH investigations an example is shown in figure 6.
The encapsulation that was used for the tests works properly in the high
frequency range from 800 Hz upward. Overall 10 dB SPL reduction could
be achieved in the frequency range of interest for the given application.

Summary
VIRTUAL VEHICLE is intensively involved in R&D projects in the field
of hybrid and electric vehicles. One of the key competences are NVH
investigations of alternative powertrains - reliable simulation and
challenging experimental characterization are both covered and
already shown in successful research projects.
The developed methods and the sophisticated infrastructure
allow extensive and trustworthy examination and testing of alternative powertrain configurations and of prototype E-mobility
components regarding NVH, efficiency and reliability. ■
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Figure 3: Comparison of surface velocity on camshaft cover
at 3000 rpm full load (1/3 octave and narrow band)

David Sander
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at VIRTUAL VEHICLE

Figure 4: Concept of the vehicle

Figure 5: The electric powertrain on the testrig with the inverter
(left), electric motor (right) and gearbox in the middle

Figure 6: Frequency spectrum of SPL (average of six 1 m microphones)
with and without encapsulation at 6000 rpm and 80 Nm
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Comfortable Vehicle

Interior noise
control
Transportation vehicles are typically made of complex build-up structures, which have to fulfil a variety of functional
performance targets. Driven by the ever-increasing tightening of legal regulations[1] and growing customer
expectations, efficiency, noise and safety are becoming attributes of the upmost importance. As modern structures
must be lightweight, sound-proofing and safe, new challenges are emerging when it comes to adequate design of
such systems in terms of their multidisciplinary performance.
Multi-Disciplinary Challenges
Modern vehicles have to comply with multiple functional performance
targets concerning their efficiency, noise and safety attributes. Figure 1
shows the body and driveline of a state-of-the-art vehicle, which illustrates the current interdisciplinary research challenges emerging due to
the inherently conflicting design criteria.
The current trend towards green mobility forces car manufactures to
adopt novel strategies to lower the fuel consumption and the exhaust
emission levels alike. Lightweight design, downsizing and electrification
of drivetrain, among others, are becoming common strategies to cope
with. Unfortunately, these measures typically imply deterioration of noise,
vibration and harshness (NVH) functional performance attributes.

and iterative character of the development process it is nearly impossible
to keep numerical models up-to-date with the physical prototypes.
Introduction of hybrid computational-experimental techniques could therefore greatly enhance the role of numerical tools in the final phase of the
vehicle optimization process.

Noise Control Treatments
Acoustic lining materials are widely used to reach the passenger comfort
targets in automotive applications. These materials take great advantage
of porous media, which exhibit favorable damping properties. As the physics behind the dissipative effect taking place is however fairly involved,
the computational modeling of their vibro-acoustic behavior becomes
rather challenging.
An international consortium under
the lead of VIRTUAL VEHICLE develops a novel NVH methodology
to seamlessly integrate simulation
and test into one workflow.

Figure 1: The body and driveline of a state-of-the-art car
in view of emerging interdisciplinary challenges
Baseline image courtesy of BMW AG

NVH in Vehicle Development Process

State-of-the-art methods are built upon the so-called Biot model, which
fully accounts for the mutual interaction between the solid skeleton and
the fluid inside the pores. Unfortunately, the numerical solution of such
problems leads to very high computational burden. Apart from this, the
Biot model requires a set of parameters, which describe the material behavior on a microscopic scale. These parameters are acquired experimentally by means of highly sophisticated methods.

An Integrated Workflow

The vehicle development process exhibits highly parallelized nature due
to the fact that many participants (suppliers or departments inside the
same OEM) work in parallel on the many functional aspects of different
components of a new car.

An international consortium under the lead of VIRTUAL VEHICLE has developed a novel methodology for interior noise prediction. The so-called
patch transfer function (PTF)[3] method is a sub-structuring approach,
which allows to couple different physical sub-systems by the impedance
relations expressed at their common interfaces.

The final pre-series NVH development phase therefore substantially relies on experimental testing conducted on vehicle prototypes, as there is
lack of reliable input data to feed the numerical models. Due to the parallel

To deal with, interfaces between the individual sub-systems of the problem analyzed need to be discretized into elementary regions referred to
as patches, on which the surface impedances are determined.
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Application Study
The patch discretization closely relates to spatial wavelengths of all dynamic phenomena involved and hence determines the accuracy of the method. In view of practical applicability the patch size should be preferably
as large as possible to yield acceptable number of measurement points
when conducting experimental PTF.

Figure 4: Out-of-plane displacement patterns of the floor – left: body-in-white
structure only; right: structure plus sound package – please note the spatially
more complex wave field

Conclusions and Outlook
VIRTUAL VEHICLE together with industrial partners BMW, IAC and
Microflown as well as scientific partner Université de Sherbrooke has developed novel methodology for description of sound insulation materials.
The recent experimental campaigns conducted on automotive use-case
have provided a deeper insight into the physics behind the dissipative
effects taking place in real-life multi-layered trim systems. As expected,
fine spatial scanning has revealed that the resulting wave fields exhibit
highly oscillatory nature.
Figure 2: Body-in-white and the floor sound package during the
experimental acquisition with a scanning laser vibrometer

The challenging part is therefore to find the optimal size of patch discretization with respect to the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency
[2]. To get a hands-on experience, an experimental campaign has been
conducted on real car structure of a C-segment three-door hatchback.
In the first run, the body-in-white has been excited by a shaker and the
operational deflections of floor have been scanned by a laser vibrometer,
see Figure 2. Next, the floor sound package has been laid down and the
procedure has been repeated, see Figure 3.
The resulting displacement patterns are plotted on Figure 4. The left figure shows the vibrational field of a bare body-in-white structure. This
exhibits long spatial wavelengths, which are mainly caused by the high
stiffness of this structure. However, due to the high shear forces and dissipative effects taking place in the porous layer, long wavelengths of a car
structure are transformed into short wavelength field, see Figure 4 on the
right. This is one of the characteristic properties of multi-layered, massspring sound packages, namely to transfer the long wavelengths, which
radiate sound efficiently, into the range below coincidence frequency.

As short wavelengths are more difficult to capture with traditional experimental techniques, ongoing research work addresses new possibilities
to maintain the efficiency of the PTF process despite the highly complex
wave nature taking place in automotive-like sound insulation systems.
Since short structural wavelengths are likely to radiate sound less efficiently, we adopt spatial filtering techniques to investigate the effect of
individual wave components and their contribution to the overall sound
pressure radiated. The idea is to neglect higher-order wave components,
which are less important with respect to the sound radiation, but are indeed crucial for the spatial resolution required. ■
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Flow Induced Noise in HVAC Applications

Computational Aeroacoustics
for Rotating Systems
The cabin noise of modern ground vehicles is highly affected by flow related noise sources. Especially in case
of a stationary vehicle, the fan-noise and outlet of the HVAC system can significantly reduce the comfort and the
passenger’s well-being. Rotating fans generate a highly turbulent flow field and can be identified as the main noise
source in HVAC units. Therefore, the design of HVAC systems is mainly focused on the aerodynamic efficiency and
the acoustic signature of the fan.

N

umerical methods such as Computational Aeroacoustics (CAA) are
nowadays capable of locating the main sources of sound generation
and of predicting the propagation of sound. The simulation and visualization of the occurring phenomena strongly contribute to a better understanding of the generation mechanisms and help to minimize unwanted noise
and to optimize entire components.

Workflow for a Hybrid CFD - CAA Approach
For the Investigation of the flow induced noise in HVAC applications we
use a coupled CFD-CAA approach which VIRTUAL VEHICLE has developed closely with Prof. Kaltenbacher and his team from Vienna University of Technology. The developed and validated workflow, which is highlighted in Figure 1, results from our three-year COMET-K2 fundamental
research project “Aeroakustische Simulation von rotierenden Gebläsen in
HVAC Systemen”.
The approach towards computational aeroacoustics is based on the assumption that the acoustic field is not significantly affecting the flow field.
Thereby, the acoustic field can be computed by analyzing the incompressible flow field and computation of acoustically relevant source terms.
At first, highly accurate unsteady Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
simulation data are needed for the computation of the acoustic sources.
Therefore, the transient simulations are performed by using the Deta-

ched Eddy Simulation (DES) turbulence model, which is implemented in
OpenFOAM ® and is nowadays available for industrial applications. The
rotating region in the CFD-Simulation is modelled through an arbitrary
mesh interface (AMI) in OpenFOAM ®. The AMI allows simulation across
disconnected, but adjacent mesh domains, which are especially required
for rotating geometries.
Since 2011 the VIRTUAL VEHICLE works
closely with Prof. Kaltenbacher in the field
of aeroacoustics
In addition, CAA-Simulations with the Finite-Element (FE) research
software CFS++ (Coupled Field Simulation) are performed, which uses
a Nitsche type mortaring to couple the acoustic field between rotating
and stationary parts [1]. By introducing an appropriate flux term at the
interface between moving and stationary grid in combination with a penalization term, the method retains symmetry, consistency and stability
of the algebraic system of equations. Furthermore, to approximate the
acoustic far field condition, we apply the developed Perfectly Matched
Layer (PML) technique [2]. The acoustic field is modelled by a perturbation ansatz resulting in a convective wave equation based on the acoustic
scalar potential and the substantial time derivative of the incompressible
flow pressure as a source term.

Figure 1: Workflow developed by
Vienna University of Technology
and VIRTUAL VEHICLE
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In the final step we compute the acoustic wave propagation with CFS++ and compare the obtained
acoustic field to measured data [3].
The further details of the methodology and the results of the numerical computation of a side channel
blower (cf. Figure 2) will be presented by Prof. Kaltenbacher in his talk at the 9th ISNVH, the European
Automotive NVH Conference on June 22-24, 2016 in
Graz [4].
Figure 2: Radial side channel blower

Application of the Hybrid
CFD - CAA Approach
To validate our developed workflow, we investigated
a side channel blower (cf. Figure 2) for automotive
air conditioning units and two different axial fans for
rail HVAC applications, which were mounted with an
engine in a rigid wall tube. One of the axial fans is
shown in Figure 3.
The good agreement between the spectra calculated by coupling OpenFOAM ® and CFS++ and the
measurement data, as displayed in Figure 4, is only
one example that demonstrates the applicability of
our workflow for industrial HVAC purposes. ■
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Energy Savings in Cabin Heating for Railway Applications

Green Air Conditioning and
Heat Storage for Rail Cabins
For railway the required energy to condition the passenger cabin can drastically be reduced applying a reversible
heat pump for both, heating and cooling. Additionally, using R744 (CO2) with a global warming potential (GWP) of
practically one instead of conventional refrigerants (e.g. R407C with a GWP of 1507) not only reduces the overall
carbon footprint of the system but also proofs advantageous within the heat pump process. Furthermore, incorporating
phase change materials (PCM) as heat repository within the air conditioning architecture promises a further increase
in system efficiency while featuring other positive side effects, like avoiding heating of subway stations in summer
months with waste heat from railway air conditioning systems.

T

hermal conditioning of passenger cabins for all forms of transportation has become an increasingly crucial topic within the last couple
of decades and so the integration of air conditioning units in all sorts of
vehicles has seen a steep increase. Now, in times where global warming
is undeniable taking its course, direct green house gas (GHG) emissions
caused by leaking refrigerants in mobile applications have been taken
under close investigation. Searching for alternatives for both, refrigerants
and system architectures incorporating forward-looking technologies will
be imperative for many years to come.

Reduction of Direct and Indirect GHG Emissions
The global warming potentials of e.g. R134a (mainly used in the automotive sector) and R407C (mainly used in the railway industry) are 1430
and 1507 respectively. This means that a leakage of e.g. 1 kg R134a is
the equivalence of 1300 kg CO2 emissions or 9286 driven kilometers based on a car with 140 g/km. With R407C the equivalence is even higher,
amounting to 1507 kg CO2 emissions or 10857 km per leaked kilogram.

(According to the VDB (Verband der Bahnindustrie in Deutschland,
2008) the emissions caused by leakages cause 5 % of the emissions
due to energy consumption assuming the energy mix of Germany).
Within the automotive sector, actions have already been taken with the
guideline 2006/40/EG of the European parliament and council which restricts the usage of refrigerants with a GWP below 150 for the licensing
of new car models from 2017 onward. Even if there is no such deadline in
place for AC applications within the railway industry yet, according to the
European F gas regulation 517/2014, a staged phase down of fluorinated
hydrocarbons of 79 % (in comparison to the average value between 2009
and 2012) until the year 2030 will be carried out.
One of the most promising alternatives to the above mentioned refrigerants turns out to be R744 (CO2). R744 is a highly ecological friendly refrigerant that has a GWP of one, or even zero, assuming that it is harvested
as byproduct from processes in the chemical industry. Furthermore, R744
proofs advantageous over existing refrigerants in terms of high volumetric
refrigeration capacity as well as high saturation
pressures and densities at low ambient temperatures and therefore is especially suitable for the
use in heat pump systems.
In this sense, R744 is not only well suited to reduce direct GHG emissions caused by leakages but
also to diminish indirect emissions due to higher
system efficiencies, especially in heat pump mode
compared to conventional electric heating systems. Last but not least, in regard to necessary
restriction already taken towards existing refrigerants it seems only target oriented to employ
ecological friendly technologies and refrigerants
in order to avoid issues arising from future legal
regulations.

Figure 1: Finless construction of the exterior
heat exchanger for prolonged heat pump
operability at ambient temperatures at
around and below 5 °C.
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Research on Efficient Architectures
Within the project GreenHVAC4Rail, a specific system architecture for a reversible R744 heat pump
system for both cooling and heating for railway
applications was designed, assembled and tested
on a system test bench in aclimatic chamber.The
refrigerant to air heat exchangers (HX) that were especially designed
for this system architecture play a crucial role within the project GreenHVAC4Rail.

Figure 2: Phase change and temperature
distribution taking place within a heat pack
filled with a sodium-acetate water mix

Since both heat exchangers have to function either as a gas cooler (condenser) or as an evaporator, depending on whether the system is in heating or cooling mode, it was a balancing act to find a proper solution. In
addition, the exterior heat exchanger (EHX), which works as evaporator
during heat pump mode, is prone to freeze at low ambient temperatures,
leading to a reduced efficiency indicated by the coefficient of performance
(COP). (A COP of 2 means, that every kWh of electrical energy required
for driving the compressor of a heat pump system leads to a thermal
output of 2 kWh - in this regard, the higher the COP the more efficient
the system.)

Figure 2 shows an activated heat pack filled with a PCM (sodium-acetate
water mix). The white region in the picture on the left shows the area
where the liquid to solid phase change is taking place. The right picture in
Figure 2 shows the temperature distribution within the heat pack. Clearly,
the most heat dissipation is taking place within the reactive region where
phase change occurs rapidly. For this specific PCM the liquid to solid
phase change is taking place at a temperature of around 52 °C. The latent
heat of fusion for this sodium-acetate water mix is about 264 - 289 kJ/kg
and so, weighing in at 185 g, the heat released of the depicted heat pack
amounts to 50,9 kJ (15,6 Wh).

VIRTUAL VEHICLE assesses the
performance of air conditioning
systems with or without PCMs in
the entire vehicle context.
By choosing a finless heat exchanger with increased spacing between
the multiport extrusion tubes (see figure 1), the intervals between deicing increases leading to longer heat pump cycle durations and therefore
higher system COPs.
Measurement results showed COPs in the Range of 2.2 up to 3.2 for
operation points within cooling mode and 2.4 to 2.5 within heat pump
mode. These test rig measurements clearly show the potential for energy reduction by implementing heat pump functionality in comparison to a
conventional elctrical heater (COP of 1).
Next to high thermodynamic performance, heat exchangers for railway
applications, on the contrary to those used in the automobile sector, have
to show high mechanical robustness, especially considering long life
spans (~ 30 years) and operation times (~ 6000 h per year) . Especially
the EHX must be able to withstand abrasion caused by particles and pollutants entering the air duct. Furthermore, the EHX has to withstand jet
spraying and be resistant against cleaning chemicals.

Phase Change Materials (PCM)
In recent years PCMs have been on the rise and integration of varying
forms within a refrigeration cycle have been employed and tested. In principle, a phase change material is a substance that exhibits a high heat of
fusion and is capable of releasing or storing large amounts of energy at a
certain temperature level. Heat is absorbed or released whenever the material undergoes a phase change from solid to liquid or vice versa. For that
reason PCMs are often called latent heat repositories. Certainly latent
heat storage can also be achieved by solid to gas or liquid to gas change.
However, the only phase change relevant for PCM is solid to liquid as the
change into gaseous form is impractical due to large volume or pressure
increase during phase change.

Figure 3: Principle characteristics of a PCM

Figure 3 shows the principle nature of a PCM in regards to the stored heat
as a function of temperature. One can see that phase change (solid to
liquid) is taking place at an almost constant temperature. The sharp increase in specific heat during phase change demonstrates that the energy
storage capability during phase change is much higher than in the sensible region for the considered temperature region. By altering the PCM’s
chemical composition the temperature level, where phase change takes
place, can be designed accordlingly. Therefor PCMs can be deployed at
various temperature levels and applications.

Integration of Heat Storages using
Phase Change Materials
There are already multiple approaches of integrating PCM into refrigeration cycles where the main purpose of doing so is either increasing efficiencies or adding additional functionalities.
The maximum achievable COP for a given refrigeration cycle is mainly defined by the evaporator’s and condenser’s temperature level where smal-
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ler temperature differences und thus pressure differences lead to higher
efficiencies. Recent studies have shown that incorporating phase change
materials on the evaporator’s and condenser’s side for a refrigeration cycle with an on-off control strategy can significantly lower the temperature
gap between heat sink and source, thus increasing system performance.
Furthermore, temperature fluctuation arising from the on-off control of
such systems can be smoothened, since the installed PCM could bridge
the heat source/sink gap in between operating cycles. Last but not least,
the time between operation cycles could be extended leading to a higher
efficiency and prolonged compressor lifespan.

Furthermore VIRTUAL VEHICLE assesses the performance of air conditioning systems with or without PCMs in the entire vehicle context.
The long and close cooperation with Prof. Rieberer and the team of the
Institute of Thermal Engineering at Graz University of Technology is one
of the basics of the successfull research in this field. ■
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For railway applications usually fixed speed compressor are used in order
to avoid high cost of frequency converters. In many cases, this leads to an
inefficient part load operation. Thus, air conditioning units with a system
architecture incorporating PCM and an on-off control strategy, as mentioned above, could be an interesting alternative to improve this situation.
However, the implementation and realization of such architectures must
be well thought through and will be most likely case specific, since heat
absorption and dissipation of the PCM takes place at a fixed temperature
level.
Another promising application for PCM is solving the problem for waste
heat dissipation in enclosed areas (e.g. mining industry, subway systems,
etc.). Wherever waste heat of engines, traction batteries or any other heat
source must not be dissipated within a confined space or time frame (tunnel, mining chamber, etc.) in order to keep temperatures in beneath a
certain threshold, PCM heat containers could prove useful for shifting the
necessity of heat dissipation to times when it is possible.
At VIRTUAL VEHICLE a simulation model for a PCM heat storage vessel
is currently being developed for “time shifting” heat dissipation within a
national project.
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Powertrain Vibrations

Analysis of Vibrations
in Powertrains Using
Simulation Support
Vibrations in the vehicle powertrain not only affect all comfort-relevant vehicle properties but also influence
the lifetime of components. In the powertrain, the optimization of vibration is an increasingly important focus of
development aimed at reducing vehicle weight and costs by eliminating heavy and costly secondary measures.
Virtual development methods for vibration analysis have become established as a key tool, as shown by VIRTUAL
VEHICLE and illustrated by examples.

T

he predominantly employed methods of simulating vibro-acoustic
scenarios in the development process today are the Finite Element
Method (FEM) and Multibody Simulation (MBS). Detailed, computationally intensive FEM and MBS will be designated as offline simulation methods due to their calculation time.
Today, real-time simulations are required in the field of powertrains, e.g.,
the evaluation of driveability, models for control unit development using
Model-in-the-Loop (MiL) and Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL) approaches,
and applications in the domain of driving simulators. Future real-time applications require the detailed and efficient modelling of complex dynamic
phenomena. The simulation of higher frequency vibrations, the impact of
calculation efficiency and the quality of results gain in importance to allow
for reliable comfort and NVH analysis.

Drive Shaft Bending Vibrations
Drive shaft bending vibrations can influence the vibration behavior of the
rear axle transmission and thus the noise, vibration and harshness (NVH)
phenomenon of booming in the passenger compartment. This NVH phenomenon is thus of particular relevance for all rear wheel drive and allwheel drive vehicles.
It is possible to simulate the elastic behavior of the relevant components
with a high degree of reliability using a detailed MBS model, while considering non-linearities such as the elastic drive shaft mounts of the rearaxle transmission. It is critical to consider the non-linear behavior of the
model when simulating the drive shaft bending vibrations, since the entire
powertrain is preloaded by the drive torque.

Experimental analysis
of powertrain vibrations
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Figure 1: Calculated bending vibration of the drive shaft
at 103 Hz, which is coupled with a rigid body mode with
the rear axle transmission (orange/yellow: high bending
vibration, blue: low bending vibration)

In order to conduct an analysis of the drive shaft bending vibrations using
simulation support, the complete test bed configuration was simulated
using a detailed offline MBS model. The simulation showed how the nonlinear behavior in the system state, where linearization occurs, influences
the eigenmodes.

sation such that longitudinal vehicle oscillations can be compensated for.
A simplified model with four masses was used to design the controller.
The integrated tire model, which converts the wheel torque (rotational)
into a longitudinal force (linear) taking the tire slip into account, uses a
speed-dependent damping factor that influences the shuffle frequency.
The e-motor in the parallel hybrid was a permanently excited synchronous
motor with a maximum power of 15 kW. This is implemented in the model including the corresponding field-oriented control with space vector
representation.

In order to correctly represent this dynamic behavior in the simulation,
it is crucial to consider the correct dynamic stiffness of the elastomeric
bushings in the area of the rear axle drive. For the example shown here,
they were calculated experimentally from component tests using the actual levels of preloading. The modified MBS model was linearized
Picture 1: phi = 45°
under steady-state conditions at constant speed and the eigenmodes were thus calculated. The prescribed constraints (drive
speed and brake torque) corresponded to the values from the
test bed.
The calculated bending mode of the drive shaft is coupled with a
rigid body mode of the rear axle transmission (Haldex clutch and
rear axle differential). The rear axle rotates around the vertical
(z) axis and clearly bends in the front elastomeric bearing in the
vertical (z) axis, see Figure 1.
For verification purposes, the complete powertrain including the
subframe, rear axle, rear axle transmission and the bearings
was installed on the powertrain test bed. Measurement of the
drive shaft bending vibrations was done at constant engine
speed, which was selected in such a way that a strong excitation of the first bending mode is given. The probe of a Scanning
Laser Vibrometer was focused diagonally on the drive shaft.
The drive shaft executes a superimposed bending movement
on the rotational movement. The Scanning Laser Vibrometer
only acquires the excursion of the shaft in the direction of the
laser beam (Figure 2) [2].

Reduction of Shuffle in Hybrid Powertrains (MiL)

Picture 2: phi = 90°

Picture 3: phi = 135°

Picture 4: phi = 180°

Picture 5: phi = 225°

Picture 6: phi = 270°

Picture 7: phi = 315°

Picture 8: phi = 360°

The low frequency NVH phenomenon “shuffle” (2 to 4 Hz) is the
first eigenmode of the vehicle and the powertrain, whereby the
engine oscillates against the vehicle. The shuffle is excited by a
sudden change in torque. Vibrations caused by shuffle can be
compensated for by adapting the torque via the engine control
unit.
A parallel hybrid offers the additional possibility of controlling
the e-motor according to the principle of disturbance compen-
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Figure 2: Representation of the velocity amplitudes measured
by the Scanning Laser Vibrometer for one period of the first
drive shaft bending mode at 103 Hz

Figure 3: Drive-away manoeuvre with active judder
compensation: Shown are the vehicle longitudinal
acceleration with and without shuffle reduction, the
reference torque of the controller, the actual torque
of the e-motor, and voltage and current on the stator
[2]; shuffle vibrations occur in the uppermost diagram
after disengaging of the first gear at around 3.5 s and
engaging the second gear at around 8.3 s

The necessary DC/AC converter between energy storage and the e-motor is modelled as a simplified function of pulse width and input voltage.
The energy storage consists of supercaps, in order to compensate for the
short-term higher power density required from batteries [3].
Figure 3 shows a drive-away from rest with gearshift from first into second
gear. When pulling away, the clutch is closed slowly, so that no judder
occurs. When the gear is shifted from first into second, clearly recognizable shuffle vibrations occur, whereby the gearshift is consciously carried
out slowly, in order to be able to analyze the vibration behavior in detail. The first oscillation overshoot after opening the clutch requires high
compensatory torque from the e-motor, which cannot be supplied. Even
so, the active shuffle compensation, which was designed and evaluated
using simulation, can still very effectively reduce the vehicle longitudinal
vibrations.

Summary
Simulation methods for the reliable prediction of vibro-acoustic behavior
in powertrains are essential throughout the development process. Especially for real time simulations, requirements concerning model design,
parametric configuration, quality of results and computational efficiency
are of high importance.
This paper shows in selected examples that appropriate representation
of non-linear model behavior is crucial for good predictive quality. In the
future, highly comprehensive and accurate simulation tools will support
development engineers to design lightweight and affordable vehicles with
outstanding NVH performance. ■
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Energy Savings with Heat Pump for Passenger Cars Cabin Heating

Increasing Range of EVs by
Optimal Heatpump Topologies
The air conditioning system of a passenger car causes significant energy consumption. For Hybrid and Electric
Vehicles only little or no waste heat is available. The waste heat of the power electronics can be used for cabin
heating at low ambient temperatures if its temperature level is raised by means of a heat pump. However, the
topology of the refrigeration system with heat pump functionality plays a central role, since for some operation points
the heat pump efficiency can be the same as for a conventional electrically heated PTC.

T

wo system topologies have been considered - the “direct system” for
which a common refrigerant to air evaporator is used as cooler core
and the “indirect system” for which coolant as secondary fluid is used
to exchange heat between a plate heat exchanger as evaporator at the
refrigerant side and a cooler core at the cabin’s side. For both system
topologies, heat pump functionality is achieved by the implementation of
a plate heat exchanger as gas cooler into the refrigerant cycle which uses
coolant as secondary fluid to exchange heat with the heater core.

by geometries of prototype automotive R744 components. The simulation
library enables the user to define the air-side, the refrigerant-side and the
coolant-side geometries of every component and calculates the relevant
correlations for heat transfer and pressure loss by flow parameters deduced from the geometries.

Closer Look to the System Topologies
The main premises for the topology of the direct system were as little
alterations as possible to existing conventional air conditioning systems
in order to add heat pump functionality and to retain the vehicles HVAC
box as it is. The HVAC box contains the heat exchangers for cabin conditioning, i.e. the evaporator or cooler core, labelled as IHX 1 in Figure 1
and the heater core, labelled as IHX 2. Moreover, the box usually features
drainage for condensate and air flaps to channel the airflow to the desired
outlets in the passenger cabin (e.g. dashboard vents, windscreen, etc.).
The indirect system (Figure 1, bottom) may better correspond to the requirements of hybrid and electric vehicles concerning their thermal management. With the indirect refrigeration cycle options are not solely limited
to air conditioning. This system can also be used for the conditioning of
parts of the powertrain as long as the relevant components are integrated
into the coolant circuit. The conventional HVAC box has to be modified in
such a manner that a coolant to air heat exchanger replaces the original
evaporator. Heat transfer for cooling and for heating is then accomplished by coolant with the indirect system. With this air conditioning system
proposition high pressure and refrigerant piping is effectively eliminated
from the passenger's side of the car. Furthermore, it puts the engineer
in a position to easily integrate additional heat sinks and heat sources
into the system via the coolant circuits, simplifying the full vehicle thermal
management for hybrid and electric vehicles. Another difference of the
described indirect system to conventional air conditioning systems is the
possibility to interconnect the interior heat exchangers (IHX 1 and IHX
2) by clever routing of the coolant circuits and the use of switch valves.
Depending on the operating mode the system can increase the air side
heat transfer area, hence optimising system efficiency.
The parameterisation of the component models was done by geometries
of real components for a R134a or R1234yf system for mid-range cars or
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Figure 1: Top: Schematic of a “direct” refrigerant circuit with heat pump functionality.
Bottom:: Schematic of an “indirect” refrigerant circuit with heat pump functionality.

Simulation and Measurement Results
Figure 2 gives an overview of the efficiencies for the considered systems derived by simulation for some exemplary working conditions. As
expected the direct systems show good efficiencies for cooling. As can
be seen in Figure 2 the additional heat transfer within the indirect system
architecture has an adverse effect with regard to system efficiency in cooling mode. Among all considered operating points for cooling the direct
systems hold an advantage over the indirect system. Simulation shows
that the latter has lower system efficiency by up to 25 % compared to the
direct R744 system, depending on the cooling capacity.
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Efficiencies for dehumidification mode vary only little for the considered
systems. They take advantage of the cycles’ heat pump functionality by
using the energy drawn from the ambient air during the dehumidification
process to re-heat the cabin air. Conventional air conditioning systems
make either use of the engines' waste heat for reheating the air or, if no
waste heat is available, from electric heating elements instead.
To achieve maximum system efficiency for the indirect system for heating
both interior heat exchangers (IHX 1 and IHX 2) are interconnected by
their coolant circuits. While simulation shows low efficiencies for the direct
systems in heating mode even at ambient temperatures of 10°C (~4 kW
heating capacity) the indirect system shows its advantage of interconnecting the interior heat exchangers thus doubling the heat exchange area.
This results in evidently consistent higher COPs in heating mode. Even at
-10°C ambient temperature and a heating demand of 6 kW the coefficient
of performance is larger than two.

A comparison was drawn between two “direct” and one “indirect” air conditioning systems for passenger cars by simulations which are complemented by measurements on the test rigs in climate chambers of the VIRTUAL VEHICLE for the indirect system. Simulation of the direct systems
showed better system efficiencies for cooling compared to the indirect
system. This should be the case indeed considering the extra heat transfer between the coolant and the refrigerant for the indirect system at the
evaporation side of the refrigerant cycle. The situation differs for heating.
The indirect system is advantageous by interconnecting the coolant circuit
of the interior heat exchangers thus increasing their heat transfer area. As
a result the indirect system outplays the direct systems in terms of efficiency for heating even at low ambient temperatures. Looking at the overall
annual energy consumption of the considered systems an implementation
of the proposed indirect system could lead to an energy reduction of up to
25 % compared to direct heat pump systems.
The mobile air conditioning group of VIRTUAL VEHICLE is involved in
several national and European Projects. ■
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At operating points 7 and 8 in figure 2 (corresponding to ambient air
temperature of 0°C and -10°C with 80 % relative humidity and a pre-set
common heat-exchanger outlet temperature of 50°C) the direct systems
efficiencies are close to one. Thus for this situations it seems more convenient to use a PTC heater (COP = 1) within the interior air path instead.
Simulations are conducted on basis of an overall annual energy consumption analysis of the discussed direct and indirect system with R744 as
working fluid and one conventional air conditioning system with electric
heating only for three different locations, Graz, Athens and Helsinki to cover a broader spectrum of ambient conditions for the analysis. Reference
datasets for ambient conditions for each hour of the year are provided by
the “Meteonorm” database. Figure 3 shows the results of the analysis for
these three regions.
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Vibro-Acoustic Simulation

Noise reduction
in rail transport
Traffic noise, caused by air, road and rail transport is a source of stress for a large proportion of the population in
industrialised countries. The development of low noise vehicles is therefore an important project which requires
urgent implementation. In rail transport, knowledge about the interaction between vehicle and infrastructure is
particularly relevant for the development of reliable approaches to noise reduction. The VIRTUAL VEHICLE, with its
expertise in the area of vibro-acoustic simulation, supports the development of low noise vehicles and infrastructure.

I

n the case of railway transport, it is mostly freight and high-speed passenger trains, as well as the large volume of traffic, which have led to
significantly higher noise levels in the past few decades. But the introduction
of technical measures to increase the safety and service life of vehicles and
infrastructure - such as new variants of wheel bearings, axles, wheels and
rails - has had a markedly negative effect in terms of noise pollution. While
the World Health Organization (WHO) warns against adverse effects on human beings at night above a sound level of 42 dB(A) [1], the measured noise
level in the vicinity of main routes currently exceeds 80 dB(A) in places.
According to the WHO, in Western European countries more than a million
healthy years of life are lost due to traffic noise, making traffic noise the
second greatest health hazard after air pollution.
But it is not just people who live next to railway tracks for whom railway
noise and vibration are a problem. In the passenger compartment of the
railway carriages standards of comfort are also increasing, and this depends primarily on vibration and noise. For this reason, in addition to the
reduction of external noise, vehicle manufacturers are also working intensively on reducing vibration and noise inside the vehicle.

Causes of Railway Noise
The total noise emitted by a passing railway vehicle in the lower to medium speed range arises mainly from wheel-rail contact. In straight travel
stimulates the overall roughness of wheel and rail induces vibrations in
the system, which are radiated both by the wheels and the rail. But also,
wear-related phenomena such as flat spots, non-roundnesses of the

The simulation methods used today for calculating sound propagation already deliver mostly reliable data on interior and exterior noise, even in
the absence of measurement surveys. Below we describe some selected
simulation methods which are currently in use on the VIRTUAL VEHICLE
for noise reduction in rail transport.

Exterior Noise Calculation
The exterior noise is particularly suitable for calculation by the boundary element method (BEM). This method is based on the discretisation of
elements for solving boundary integral equations. The boundary element
method is particularly suitable for calculating the noise emission, since
only the surface of the radiating structure needs to be linked. It is used for
acoustic calculations of interior and exterior spaces and usually combined
with the finite element method (FEM). The FEM is used in this case for
calculating the structural dynamic excitation.

Propulsion Noise

Figure 1: Primary source of
noise emissions dependent
on the vehicle speed (2)
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wheel and grooves in the rails, induce vibrations which can be heard and
felt. When travelling through curves, phenomena such as track squeal
occur, where in this case the vibrations are excited by tribological effects
in the wheel-rail contact. Acoustic studies have shown that in the case of
the track it is mainly the shape of the sleepers, the stiffness of the intermediate layers and shape of the rail that are responsible for the emitted
noise level. On-board the vehicle, the wheel shape, wheel size and any
wheel vibration dampers present control the sound radiation. In addition,
the noise from the engine and in particular the brakes often cause disturbances to residents. It is only at high-speeds that the influence of the
aeroacoustic noise exceeds the rolling noise (Fig 1).

Rolling Noise
Aerodyn. Noise
Overall Noise
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Figure 2 shows a train wheel with sound dampers, in which the structural
dynamic vibration has been calculated by FEM. This enables the simulation of the vibro-acoustic excitation and therefore an assessment of the
effectiveness of the wheel dampers in terms of sound emission.

Figure 2: Calculated mode
shape of a train wheel with
wheel damper

Interior Noise Calculation
For the interior noise calculation the statistical energy analysis (SEA)
method can be used. SEA is based on the principle of energy conservation: the overall system is divided into sub-systems and the exchange of
energy between the subsystems is balanced, taking account of energy
supplied and any losses due to attenuation. This approach is a statistical
method, which means that the predicted variable is a spatial and temporal
mean of the vibration energy in a frequency band.
Statistical energy analysis is particularly suitable for handling structureborne noise problems at higher frequencies. Splitting the system under
investigation into a small number of sub-systems means that the computational effort is manageable even in the higher frequency range, which
is an advantage in particular compared to the discretisation method. In
the lower frequency range, or for smaller, complex components the mode
density of the structure is usually too low. In these cases, extensive expertise has been developed on the VIRTUAL VEHICLE in the area of hybrid
FEM-SEA, where the SEA parameters are determined using FEM.

Aeroacoustic Calculation of Rail Vehicles
The aeroacoustic noise calculation determines the aerodynamic noise
under partly simplifying assumptions. Varying pressures on the surfaces
and fluctuations in the surrounding airflow are calculated, both of which
represent significant acoustic sources.
On the VIRTUAL VEHICLE a hybrid approach is adopted: The flow field is
calculated using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Based on the data
from the transient flow simulation, the OpenFOAM CFD code package
is used to calculate the acoustic source terms on the fine CFD mesh.
These source terms are then interpolated onto a coarser acoustic grid
and serve as input to the subsequent computational aeroacoustics (CAA)
calculation with the finite-element research code CFS++ (Coupled Field
Simulation). The CAA method can be used in a wide frequency range
from 100 Hz to 10 kHz, where the frequency range is only limited at the
upper end by the computing power.
In the railway field, the CAA is also used for acoustic optimisation of pantographs, air-conditioning systems and attachment parts.

Figure 3: SEA model
of a railway car

best of both worlds“ approach is taken where experimental methods are
used and further developed, such as:
• Proof-of-concept trials for determining material and system para-

meters, such as calculation of Young‘s modulus and damping from
measured natural frequencies and transfer functions
• System and test rig experiments for the verification and validation of
methods under clearly defined boundary conditions
• Operational tests or measurements for measuring specific scenarios,
in order to validate overall models and their range of validity
• Operational and/or test rig measurements to capture the vibroacoustic actual state of a system (vehicle and/or infrastructure), and/
or its components, and to derive improvement measures from these
for implementation
The application and further development of numerical methods in combination with experimental methods allow us to describe the behaviour
of the overall railway system in terms of vibrations and acoustics, and to
optimise it with regard to exterior and interior noise. ■
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Measurement Methods and Experimental Methods
The performance of modern simulation methods for noise calculation for
railway vehicles has increased considerably. In order to realise the full
potential of simulation for the development of quieter vehicles, the numerical methods will need to be combined with experimental methods as
intelligently as possible. On the VIRTUAL VEHICLE therefore, the „the
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Ride Comfort

From virtual discomfort
to real-world comfort
Every car driver and passenger often experiences the unpleasant effects of road-induced vibration discomfort. The
time and cost efficient reduction of this discomfort is an important target in the context of overall vehicle development.
The method developed enables a simulation based ride comfort optimization already at the early, pre-prototype
development phases.

R

oad induced ride discomfort assessment is typically evaluated in
late hardware driven development phases. One reason for that is the
fact that this evaluation is done by professional test drivers that check
whether the vehicle fulfills the comfort requirements. This approach leads
to potentially expensive optimization loops in development phases close
to the start of production. Therefore it would be beneficial to move these
optimization loops to earlier development phases where changes to the
vehicle setup can be made more easily and less cost and time intensive,
see Figure 1.

The Approach
The main goal of the research project was therefore to develop a method
to predict the ride comfort grades a test driver would give a vehicle. The
approach consists of two stages. An overview is shown in Figure 2.
The first stage consists of replacing the test driver with a correlation model for objective comfort assessment. This model uses vehicle internal ac-

celerations as input and provides as output comfort grades analogous to
the ones a test driver would give. The accelerations can be obtained from
real world vehicle measurements or, preferably, from virtual test drives
performed as described in stage 2.
The second stage consists of also replacing the real world test and vehicle with a virtual test drive using a vehicle simulation model. However the
standard models used in vehicle dynamics are not accurate enough for
this task, especially the models for chassis and engine mounts. Therefore
the accuracy level of the used simulation models had to be improved.

Stage1: Correlation Model for
Objective Comfort Evaluation
In the first stage, comfort grades should be derived from acceleration
signals close to the seat and the driver’s arms, legs and head. Two types
of excitation phenomena are considered: singular obstacle induced excitations and stochastic excitations. First, the acceleration signals have to
be preprocessed to generate appropriate inputs for the correlation model.
This is done using wavelet-transformation for single obstacle excitation
and power spectral density transformation for stochastic excitations.

Figure 1: The main goal of the project was to move ride comfort assessment to earlier, virtual product development phases
by enabling comfort grade predictions using numerical models of the test driver and the real vehicle.
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The extracted features are then used as input for black-box correlation
models which predict the comfort grades. Artificial neural networks are
used in these black box models due to their good approximation properties. However, they have to be trained before usage. This has been done
using test track measurements and corresponding comfort grades given
by test drivers. After the training is complete, these models are ready to
be used for prediction of the comfort grades that trained test drivers would
give other vehicle variants or even other vehicles.

Stage2: Enhanced Vehicle Model
To make the process fully virtual, a complex multi-body system (MBS) vehicle model is being driven over virtual comfort test tracks to obtain comfort relevant accelerations. These virtual test tracks are based on high
resolution 3-D road profile measurements and represent physical test
tracks typically used for comfort assessment during the standard vehicle
development process. A physical tire model (FTire) is used to transfer the
road excitations to the vehicle. The vehicle model used is not a standard
rigid body vehicle dynamics model but contains flexible models of chassis
and other comfort relevant body elements.
Additionally, nonlinear chassis and engine mount models extending the
standard capabilities of such models were developed in the research project. The new models for elastomer- and hydro-mounts allow for a more
detailed representation of frequency and amplitude dependent behavior
as well as multidirectional loads than current state-of-the art models. Detailed vehicle measurements (more than 150 different signals like accelerations, forces and displacements) and comfort assessments by trained
test drivers were carried out for model validation purposes as well as for
obtaining input data for the correlation model described in stage 1.

The Goal:
Reduction of Hardware Prototypes
As a final step, the developed method was used to predict comfort grades
for vehicle variants assessed by test drivers but not used for training.
Here, the method showed that its ability to predict the comfort grades that
the test drivers would have given the examined vehicle variants.
Using the correlation model and the enhanced vehicle model, it is possible to assess ride comfort already in early virtual product development
phases, thus reducing time and cost intensive optimization loops in later
hardware driven development phases. Furthermore, the method also delivers more precise comfort related requirements for mount suppliers. ■
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Figure 2: : From test driver based comfort evaluation (top) to simulation based comfort evaluation (bottom). The first stage replaces the driver by a
correlation model; in the second stage also comfort relevant accelerations are generated using numerical simulation making the process fully virtual.
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Intelligent NVH Control

Active Damping of HEV
Oscillations Based on
Machine Learning
Modern electrical drives endeavor these days for a bigger impact on emissions of CO2 and improving the air quality
of the environment. A global shift to pollution concerns leading to a greener and low carbon economy requires a
significant improvement in technology of hybrid electric vehicles (HEV). In order to satisfy high requirements, HEVs
have to rely on rather complex electronic control strategy. Whether designing a supervisory controller or a custom
functionality unit controller, machine learning based algorithms may reduce engineering time and implementation
complexity while improving drivability and driving comfort.

H

EV development, however, strongly depends on the hybridization level and hardware configuration. Power-split device (PSD) configuration takes the advantages of both, parallel and series hybrids. It does not
integrate the conventional gearbox, but continuously adjust the effective
gear ratio to keep the engine operating in its optimal range, and can be
considered as eCVT (electronic continuous variable transmission).
Various NVH concerns can arise across a wide range of frequencies. During the acceleration of the vehicle, particularly pedal 'tip-in/out' maneuvers, unpleasant longitudinal oscillations or vehicle shuffle can be provoked in low-frequency range. These oscillations can be influenced by the
sudden torque change and can be minimized by the engine torque management system. When it comes to HEV topologies, including batteries
and motor-generators, such torque control can become rather complex.
In such cases, and when the accurate and validated model of the system
is not given, machine learning algorithms can provide a 'stochastic' approach to deliver fast and robust control strategy.

Controller Approach
We will focus on a low-frequency range and try to damp those oscillations
by compensating the excessive torque of the ICE by electric motors. Engine unit will remain intact and the damping functionality is an overlay of
hybrid control unit. All the sensors required are already present and this

approach does not demand any additional costs. DAMOS (Distributed
agents for multi-objective optimization software shown in Fig. 1) offers a
rich user-interface to describe the control problem. Rather than deriving
the transition model upon which we would build the analytic solution, the
control policy is searched for in the very first steps. DAMOS let us define
the input and output signals to/from the simulation model which are used
to control the plant and evaluate the controller actions.

Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning is unsupervised learning, where the agent learns
by itself what to do, in order to maximize a numerical reward signal. Unlike
with supervised learning, where the training data set consists of a known
set of signals and where the goal is to find the parametric relation between
inputs and outputs, in reinforcement learning the training set is not given.
An agents acts in an unknown or incompletely known environment trying
to maximize an external reward signal. The learning algorithm must use
the process of trial-and-error to derive the optimal outputs. Learning is a
process of sequential experience of the states of the system and assessing the actions taken in those.
Reinforcement learning (RL) is considered to be model-free, as it does
not attempt to estimate the environment model, but instead directly estimate the value function or a policy from repeated simulation executions.
In each iteration step, the policy
is being updated by the feedback from the environment and
process of learning stops when
the controller parameters yields
the best possible outcome in respect to the goal.

Learning Process
At the beginning of each simulation run, the agent loads the initial state of the system, as well as
Figure 1: DAMOS environment during the
process of training showing the signals
connection, actual results and available
clients in computational cloud
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Figure 2: DAMOS - ICOS coupling

Figure 3: Matlab signals coupling via ICOS framework

the updated set of controller parameters to be used in a specific iteration.
During the simulation, in each time-step, the controller identify the state
of the system and invokes one of the user-defined actions. After the simulation is completed, the simulation results from client are being sent
to the server for processing. The communication is handled in chunks of
data (block processing), which improves the overall execution speed and
allows the continuous execution during the HiL testing later on. For the interaction with the simulation tools, DAMOS is coupled to Independant CoSimulation software (ICOS) as depicted in Fig. 2. ICOS offers a powerful
solution of running a desktop based co-simulation between diversity of
modeling tools, e.g. Simulink, CarMaker, FMI, etc.

Results & Outlook

A PSD model is built in Simulink, and the learning agent is interfacing the
model via ICOS framework as shown in Fig. 3. Important signals used
for evaluation of damping functionality like shafts speed and longitudinal
acceleration of the vehicle are sampled and sent to the server for calculation. Based on an acceleration signal, the DAMOS decides how good
the controller parameters were during that simulation run and updates
the decision policy according to the choosen algorithm. The controller
actions are evaluated based on several factors, like amplitude of the kick
(first jerk that appears), frequency and number of the following jerks and
the response time. Hyper-volume indicator is used in order to determine
the evaluation factor which has the biggest impact on the quality of the
controller's actions.

The integration of electrical systems in the power-train has many positive
effects on the overall system behavior. The main tasks of such systems
are reduction of CO2 emissions and fuel consumption while improving
driving pleasure and driving comfort for the passengers. Development of
such a controller units taken into account all the complexity of HEV drivertrain itself can be a challenging task.
The optimization software, DAMOS has been developed which is based
on model-free reinforcement learning algorithms. DAMOS uses the ICOS
framework to interface the simulation environments in order to find the
optimal control policy and to simplify development of HEV strategies.
DAMOS reduces complexity of the development of the adaptive control
and improves time-efficiency in delivering the controller solutions by exploiting the parallel computing strategies. Therefore, it offers a different
and very flexible tool with intuitive user interface to tackle with up-to-date
control domain problems. ■

DAMOS
RL training process requires many simulation runs in order to establish
robust control policy, which may be time consuming. Running long-lasting
simulations for a thousands of iterations may increase learning time exponentially. Besides the visual aspect of defining the optimization problem
and monitoring the training process, the goal of DAMOS is to distribute
the iteration tasks among multiple clients in order to parallelize the computations.
After each set of result parameters received from the client which executes the simulation via ICOS framework, the decision policy is being
updated and the new set of parameters are generated and sent to the first
available client ready for execution. While the client is running the simulation, the DAMOS is processing the request received from some other
client. The number of clients is only limited with computational power of
host computer.
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NVH & Friction
Testing & Validation
Leading-edge Testing
●● Modal Analysis
●● Acoustic Engine &
Powertrain Tests
●● Detailed Friction Analysis
for Combustion Engines
●● Powertrain Functionality Tests
●● Transfer Path Analysis
●● Trim Characterization

Acoustic Engine Test Rig
●● Fully Anechoic acc. DIN 45635
●● Lower Limitation Freq. 100 Hz
●● max Power: 400/440 kW
motored/brake

ISO 9001 certified

●● max. Input Speed: 7000 rpm
●● max. Input Torque: 4000/1870 Nm
●● Dimensions: 7,2 x 5 x 4,5 m

Acoustic Powertrain Test Rig
●● Semi Anechoic acc. DIN 45635
●● Lower Limitation Frequency: 100 Hz
●● max. Power: 400 kW
●● max. Input Speed/Torque:
7000 rpm / 1000 Nm
●● max Output speed/Torque:
2500 rpm / 3200 Nm
●● Dimensions: 8 x 4 x 4,5 m

Modal Analysis Test Rig
●● Payload: max. 4000 kg
●● Modal Shakers
●● Impact Hammers
●● Laser/Accelerometers

Friction Dynamometer (FRIDA)
●● max. Input Speed: 10000 rpm
●● max. Cylinder Pressure: above 200 bar
●● Externally stabilized supply
of coolant and lubricant
●● High-Precision Friction Mapping
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testing @ v2c2.at

www.v2c2.at

Exchange Platform for Current NVH Topics

"NVHUB" - A Meeting Point FOR
international NVH experts
Industry must continuously improve and update their product development and production processes, generate
new competitive solutions and adhere to new needs and regulations. Solutions must be reliable, industrialized, user
friendly, cost competitive and above all, solutions must fit into the company’s processes. Academia and research
institutes, on the other hand, must teach, carry out novel research, and publish in peer reviewed journals with high
impact factors.

T

he goals of industry and academia do not consequently always overlap and a better connection between the two worlds would be beneficial for both. A “hub” for new ideas, the "NVHub", is a biennial discussion
platform hosted by VIRTUAL VEHICLE. It is tailor-made to support the
exchange of ideas and improve the communication and collaboration between industry and research institutes.

The motivation was clear: to generate industry-oriented research projects
and ideas that address specific industry-related problems and have a
direct bearing on the industrial challenges at stake. On the
other hand, since the goal was to create a meeting
point and a melting pot of industrial and academic needs, these projects must necessarily contain challenging science and
research topics.

address relevance and applicability of the presented material, technical
questions about the presented subjects or even introduce new topics
which have not be addressed. After the presentations, the feedbacks are
collected and discussed in a plenary setting.
The discussion of the anonymous feedbacks is followed by the bi-lateral meetings. For these private meetings 30 minute slots are allocated
in which all participants can meet each presenter face-to-face (privacy !)
and discuss how research can be customized to mutual benefit. Prior to
such meetings NDA’s can be signed in order to remove confidentiality issues.

A Successful Premiere

NVHub

Eugene Nijman, scientific head of
Area NVH & Friction at the VIRTUAL VEHICLE and one of the creators
of the NVHub concept explains: "We
wanted to distinguish the NVHub right
from the start from other conferences by
keeping it straight and simple - no proceedings, no
publications, no selling or promoting existing products, no exhibitions and
no publicity. The output is constituted by contacts, project and research
ideas, exchange of information about needs and possibilities."

The Concept: Academia Presents, Industry Attends

Nijman wraps up the first NVHub: "It
was good to see how well-accepted
and trustful the first round went. Senior
representatives and decision makers
from OEMs joined as well as renowned
scientists.”

Lectures on current NVH topics were given by
leading professors from INSA Lyon, FAU ErlangenNürnberg, Ohio State University, Chalmers University of Technology, Université de Sherbrooke, Vienna University of Technology and also from
VIRTUAL VEHILCE. Among others, experts and decision makers from
OEMs Daimler, Fiat, Renault, Toyota and Volvo were discussing intensively current challenges and future trends with academia. ■

The NVHub premiered as exchange platform for connecting industry to
academia at VIRTUAL VEHICLE in summer 2015. Rule #1 for the setting originated from a common challenge: Many times it is inconvenient or
even counterproductive for industry to expose their problems or present
new material. Academia on the other hand needs to show their latest research and is willing and trained to discuss problems. Conclusion: academia must present, industry must attend.
The forum starts with plenary presentations, mainly by universities and research institutes. The presentations cover the scientific work in progress,
each presenter has 15 min time to cover approximately 3 research subjects. The NVHub has an interactive character: there is the possibility
for the audience to give a feedback after each presentation. These feedbacks are anonymous (Anonymous Email Service) and may for instance

Save the

Sep. 14+

Date:

15, 2017

Participants at the first "NVHub" at VIRTUAL VEHICLE
in Graz, September 2015
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Interview:

Dr. Bernhard Pfäfflin

Dr. Ing. h.c. F. Porsche AG

Reducing Noise
starts at the source
The acoustics lab of Porsche composes the unmistakable Porsche sound.
Dr. Bernhard Pfäfflin, Director Noise and Vibration Department, gives an insight
into latest developments and trends as well as improvements that have to be made
in order to comply with tightened noise restrictions and technical requirements.
VVM: What are the main current trends in automotive R&D concerning NVH?
PFÄFFLIN: The electrification of power trains
while keeping emotionality is an important trend.
For NVH, also the application of power train fuel
economy enhancement measures (e.g. turbocharging; downsizing; downspeeding; cylinder
deactivation) as well as smart weight reduction
while maintaining the expected driving comfort
is relevant.
VVM: In which phases of the vehicle development process is NVH integration currently of
particular importance?
PFÄFFLIN: 30 years ago, NVH experts were
asked to perform a lot of “last minute trouble

shooting”. Today, considering reduced development times and the use of better simulation tools, it is mandatory to include NVH
aspects right from the beginning of a vehicle
development program, e.g. in order to get the
necessary package space for mufflers, sound
insulations etc. or to optimize the outer body
shape regarding aero acoustic aspects to avoid
expensive and time consuming tooling changes
in a later development phase.
Reducing vehicle noise
starts right at the source.
Also, there are processes in place to integrate
the acoustical function behavior as part of the
concept development from concept to SOP.

Source: Porsche
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VVM: Which R&D achievements in your area of
responsibility are you most proud of?
PFÄFFLIN: On one hand, I would mention the
successful integration of an efficient-acting numerical simulation group within a former puretesting-department. This enables us to offer
enhanced support of all kinds of NVH-related
technical decisions in an early development
phase by objective evaluation of alternatives.
Given the fact, that Porsche is a unique brand
in the world of sports cars, we aim to keep the
emotional sound of the sports cars 911 Carrera
and 718 Boxster (despite unfavorable boundary
conditions) on a high level and deveIop individual sound characters for Porsche’s other carlines Macan, Cayenne and Panamera.

VVM: How do you see the development of EU
legislation concerning noise emission, and
what are the consequences for your company?

mounts (e.g. regarding stiffness, damping) and
smart secondary treatments for the body to
avoid the sound radiation.

tal NVH investigations in the vehicle development process completely with simulation within
the next ten years?

PFÄFFLIN: The new EU legislation concerning
noise emission replaces the current regulation
with single limit values by a more complex description of sound emissions which occur in real
traffic driving situations.

VVM: What are the responsibilities of suppliers
to improve the NVH behavior of components?

PFÄFFLIN: Even though there was a lot of progress in numerical simulation in the field of NVH
within the last ten years, we still have a huge
amount of work in our test groups.

The consequences of this new regulation will be
seen in the near future when new vehicles have
to be homologated. It is a must for Porsche to
offer worldwide fully legal and social compliant
sports cars which also fulfill the requirements of
the customers for an emotional sound.
VVM: What are the main requirements in the
vehicle development for road/wheel noise reduction?
PFÄFFLIN: Reduction of noise starts right at
the source by altering the design and/or selecting suitable tires considering acoustical criteria
while maintaining typical driving dynamics, safety criteria and fuel consumption.
Another step includes the optimization of the
transfer paths for structure borne and air borne
sound, e.g. by tuning of the local dynamic stiffness of body-side suspension mount attachment points, definition of suitable suspension

PFÄFFLIN: In comparison to other OEMs, Porsche is a relatively small company with a limited
in-house production depth. We are depending
on a big range of reliable suppliers. These
suppliers are typically developing their components according to Porsche target catalogues.
For more complex components (e.g. gear boxes), they are fully integrated in the development process in order to get the most efficient
solution. The vehicle integration and functional
release due to acoustics is done by ourselves.
It is mandatory to include
NVH aspects right from the
beginning of a vehicle
development program.
The whole development work is performed in
a simultaneous and not in a step-by-step approach, which means that we sometimes support the suppliers in their component development business while they sometimes support
us for the vehicle integration.
VVM: Will it be possible to replace experimen-

Especially regarding aero acoustics, squeak &
rattle or in the pre-production phase, we will for
sure need experienced test engineers to investigate the root causes for unexpected issues,
production variation as well as to define suitable optimization measures in the future.
I also believe that we should not perform numerical simulation wherever it is possible. We always should ask ourselves: which is the fastest
and most efficient approach to get a proper
answer on a specific question. I am very convinced that we will employ NVH test engineers
even in the future.
VVM: What are promising strategies for handling the trade-off between lightweight design
and acoustic comfort?
PFÄFFLIN: At Porsche, we try to replace a simple material lightweight design (e.g. aluminum
instead of steel while keeping constant all the
rest) by a system lightweight design approach

8

Soundcheck on a six-cylinder engine at the test lab
Source: Porsche / Christophorus Magazine
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which considers e.g. reduced sound insulation
properties of a lighter sheet metal and includes
necessary compensation measures, e.g. heavier sound insulation.
Additionally, we do not have the target to sell
the most quiet vehicles in their classes but vehicles with an adequate balance between noise
comfort, weight and emotional sound.
VVM: Where do you see potential for improvement in conventional drivetrain NVH?
PFÄFFLIN: There might be several approaches
for improvement like the application of intelligent variable exhaust systems or centrifugal
pendulums at the flywheel. A fully or partially
thermal and acoustical encapsulation close to
engine can contribute to this target as well as
adaptive engine mounts.
VVM: When will people get used to the missing
conventional engine sound in a fully electric
vehicle?
PFÄFFLIN: We learned from studies that one
reason for buying a fully electric vehicle is,
besides others, the opportunity to enjoy quiet
riding. In a future that is fully electric, Porsche
will of course offer this opportunity.

Additionally, there will be an acoustical feedback from the vehicle, for pedestrians as an
acoustical vehicle alert system as requested
by law, for passengers as an option to increase
emotionality. In both cases, we do not plan to
replay sounds of combustion engines.
VVM: What are the demands for NVH engineers at your company? What attributes and
values should they represent?
PFÄFFLIN: At Porsche, we expect of course
that our engineers do have the necessary
skills to operate the available test or simulation
equipment. It is mandatory to understand the
physics behind a certain issue in order to come
up with suggestions for realistic technical optimizations because our understanding is not to
be a measuring or calculation department but a
development department.
Even more important are the social skills. We
need team players, we have to be open for new
ideas and new ways and we have to act in a
manner that we achieve the best results for our
customers. Finally, it is helpful to be at least a
little bit car enthusiastic …
Dr. Bernhard Pfäfflin has been interviewed
by Dr. Anton Fuchs.

Source: Porsche / Christophorus Magazine
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Director Noise and Vibration Department
at Porsche in Weissach.

FRIDA is the in-house developed friction dynamometer
test bed for engines that allows in an economical way
to measure highly accurately the friction power losses
in engines for all operating conditions of interest (load
and speed).
In addition to its superior accuracy, it further allows to
determine also the friction power losses of the subsystems piston assembly, journal bearings of the crank
train and the valve train for these operating conditions.
With its accuracy and flexibility FRIDA is a very efficient
tool to investigate the friction power losses in engines
not only under realistic conditions (driving cycles etc.)
but also to investigate the efficiency of (ultra)low viscosity lubricants, coatings, part optimizations and many
more.

Detailed friction analysis
for combustion engines
■ Gasoline and Diesel engines
■ Series engines and prototypes
■ Innovative motoring technique
■ External charging for realistic
operating conditions

■ Part / full load
■ High flexibility and reliability

Looking into the engine
with the aid of a highly
accurate simulation

Winner

INNOVATION AWARD 2014
in the category Clean Mobility Innovation

SPECIFICATIONS:

■
■
■
■
■

Rotational speeds up to 10.000 rpm
Max. cylinder pressures: more than 100 bar for gasoline,
more than 200 bar for Diesel-engines
Friction breakdown into the piston assembly, valve train
and crank train journal bearings possible
Blow-By determination on request
Externally stabilized supply of coolant
and lubricant

get in touch:
testing @ v2c2.at
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Interview:

Roberto Mangiantini

FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILES

Future Trends
In Vehicle NVH
The broad bandwidth of vehicles from the FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILES
(FCA) Group requires well-experienced NVH engineers. Roberto Mangiantini,
NVH-Manager at FCA gave us an insight into challenges and achievements in
his daily work.
VVM: What are the main current trends in automotive R&D concerning NVH?
MANGIANTINI: The current trends show an
increasing demand of NVH not only for premium class cars but also for the budget oriented
categories. And in particular the “Brand Sound”
becomes more and more important, especially
for sporty cars that need to have a distinctive
sound, representing in the right way the brand’s
DNA, in some cases with the help of sound enhancement systems.
VVM: In which phases of the vehicle development process is NVH integration currently of
particular importance?
MANGIANTINI: Particularly in two phases:
During the architectural phase in order to build
in the right way the basis for the different mo-

dels that will be derived from the new platform,
and also during the virtual phase to get the
expected NVH performance with the best solutions considering the right trade off with other
performances (including cost and weight).
The upcoming EU pass-by
regulation will lead to a big
change in the main noise
sources balance.
VVM: How do you see the development of EU
legislation concerning noise emission, and
what are the consequences for your company?
MANGIANTINI: The new EU pass-by regulation that will be introduced in July will lead to a
big change in the main noise sources balance
(engine, intake, exhaust and tires), in particular
for the much lower levels to be accomplished

Source: Fiat
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from 2020, as the tire noise will become more
and more important. Therefore, suppliers will
need to develop new solutions for further reductions in terms of the emitted noise.
VVM: What are the main requirements in the
vehicle development for road/wheel noise reduction?
MANGIANTINI: It is very important to have the
best procedures of target deployment, setting in
a proper way the noise and vibration created by
the source (tire + rim) and the airborne / structure borne transfer function to the passenger
compartment for the interior noise.
Only through an integrated virtual evaluation,
using detailed models, it is possible to set the
best targets considering the interaction among
different components / systems.

VVM: What are the responsibilities of suppliers
to improve the NVH behaviour of components?

results and numerical simulation is of main importance?

MANGIANTINI: The target setting procedure
sets the proper objectives for every system and
the most relevant components. Suppliers’ main
responsibility is to respect NVH targets with
the constraint of other performances (including
weight and cost): it is a really difficult challenge.

MANGIANTINI: The interaction of experimental results and numerical simulation must be
non-stop. Here are some reasons, why:

The use of virtual analysis by the suppliers is
becoming more and more important, allowing
them to achieve the required targets.
VVM: What is the role of NVH numerical simulation at your company?
MANGIANTINI: The role of NVH numerical
simulation today is strategic for four different
phases:
First, in the target deployment phase, supporting experimental tests to build a reliable distribution of NVH targets; second to design new
architecture and platform; and third to design
the new vehicle derived from the new architecture, till the tooling kick-off of the main systems;
and finally to help experimental phase to reduce
the time for problem solving with the evaluation
of possible changes in a very short time, testing
only the modifications that are performance effective from the virtual analysis.
VVM: What are characteristic issues in the NVH
development, where interaction of experimental

The simulation capacity must be continuously
confirmed by the alignment of numerical and
experimental data and improves from important
deepening related to residual misalignments.
Virtual analysis is becoming
more and more important to
achieve the required targets.
Furthermore, the use of hybrid simulation approaches based on both numerical and experimental data needs a strong link between experiment and numerical simulation.
And finally, experimental results need to be
supported by simulations to solve in a very
short time the open issues during the performance validation phase.
VVM: Will it be possible to replace experimental NVH investigations in the vehicle development process completely with simulation within
the next ten years?
MANGIANTINI: During last years the coverage
of the NVH performance through the virtual
analysis has increased dramatically, but there
are still many simulations that must be impro-

ved, like the medium frequency phenomena
which are not well covered today by FEM and
SEA.
I expect further big improvements during the
next ten years, up to arrive covering almost the
whole NVH performance, replacing many experimental investigations, leaving to physical tests
the final tuning to reach the customer expectation in the best way.
VVM: Where are the most efforts required to
make NVH simulation fully reliable in the future?
MANGIANTINI: There are three main areas
of development to make NVH simulation fully
reliable:
As mentioned before, one main area is the simulation of medium frequencies that are very
important for the NVH perception. Another area
to put the focus on is the virtual evaluation of
transient noise phenomena, with big difficulties
to simulate different types of contact. In addition, the knowledge of the effective characteristics of complex components must be improved using test-bench facilities that are able
to measure all the required parameters in the
different working conditions.
VVM: What would you consider to be promising
strategies for handling the trade-off between
lightweight design and acoustic comfort?
MANGIANTINI: It is clear that stiff and hea-
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vy systems / components usually give better
acoustic comfort, but the challenge is to get
similar results with light materials.
For structural parts it is necessary to work
with different materials and solutions in order
to maintain a very low transfer function to the
body, with a high stiffness of the attachment
points of engine and vehicle suspension (where
there are elastic parts that filter the incoming
vibrations) and, for the other attachments, studying the right geometry and compromise to get
the best transfer function also with a lower level
of stiffness.
An increased use of multidisciplinary optimisation tools and methods is expected to be a
requirement to achieve the best compromise.
For acoustic material, to maintain similar performance reducing weight, it is necessary to decrease the insulation performance, increasing
the sound absorption performance with lighter
materials, studying new configurations (hybrid
or other new solutions).
Concerning the dampening, simulations are
useful to make possible reducing the use of additional high density (heavy) materials.
VVM: What approaches are used to shift NVH
issues and proper decisions to an earlier phase
in the development process?
MANGIANTINI: Main NVH issues are shifted
in an earlier phase through the use of virtual

analysis to create robust bases for the NVH
performance.
It is essential to design in a proper way the new
vehicle, testing the mules in order to confirm all
the numerical evaluations.
As the experimental development time is very
very short, it is not possible to spend long time
to recover an out of target performance, and
the use of the simulation also during the experimental phase helps to reduce the time of
solving open issues.
VVM: What is characteristic and relevant for a
high-quality brand sound at your company?
MANGIANTINI: Mainly for sporty cars (for
example the Abarth brand) it is necessary to
identify the tailored targets (in particular for dynamic systems like intake and exhaust) with the
use of the driving simulator.
With the help of the simulator in an early phase,
using virtual and experimental data, it is easy to
drive the virtual vehicle modifying the frequency contents of the different sources (working on
the noise and vibration of the source and on the
airborne or structure borne transmission) in order to achieve the target that represents in the
best way the brand sound of the new vehicle.
VVM: One final questions: What is your experience in cooperating with VIRTUAL VEHICLE?
MANGIANTINI: VIRTUAL VEHICLE has a

Source: Fiat
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high knowledge both in virtual simulation and
experimental verification, and our experience in
cooperating with VIRTUAL VEHICLE is surely
positive.
Roberto Mangiantini has been interviewed
by Eugène Nijman.

ROBERTO MANGIANTINI
is NVH PCC Manager within
FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILES EMEA Product Development
The NVH Department is responsible for
Noise and vibration performance of Fiat and
Lancia cars, through
• Performance Development, for knowhow maintenance and improvement on
NVH performance of all car systems
• Performance Engineering, to reach
NVH target of cars in development
and for the improvement of cars in
production
• NVH testing, for all measurements in
the lab and on the road
The department is also responsible for
NVH Virtual Analysis at FCA.

●● Quick, Accurate and Efficient
Prediction of Orifice Noise
●● Passive Acoustics of
Turbochargers
●● Flexible Coupling with
Measurements/FEM-Models

INEXAS

Intake and Exhaust Acoustic Simulation

Analysis of complex components
in the complete system context

●● User Friendly Environment

Acoustic analysis and
design of intake and
exhaust gas systems

Dr. Josef Girstmair
Tel.:
+43 316 873 4015
E-Mail: josef.girstmair@v2c2.at

VIRTUAL VEHICLE; Kompetenzzentrum Das virtuelle Fahrzeug Forschungs-GmbH
Inffeldgasse 21a, 8010 Graz, Austria

SAE 2017
NOISE AND VIBRATION
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION
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Grand Rapids, Michigan, USA
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Interview:

Dr. Shanjin Wang
Renault SAS France

New strategies For
Powertrain Development
The current major challenge in NVH-related powertrain development is to reach
good NVH performance with the constraints of fuel economy, engine downsizing,
high efficiency combustion and powertrain weight reduction. Dr. Shanjin Wang
shares his experience at Renault's Powertrain Engineering Division with us.
VVM: What are the main current trends in automotive R&D concerning powertrain NVH?
WANG: Currently I see three trends in the R&D
activities on powertrain NVH:
Firstly, concerning classical internal combustion engines, more and more NVH activities are
driven by the requirements related to fuel economy and the European CO2 emission targets,
and most of the new technologies introduced in
powertrains are for this purpose. Unfortunately,
most of these new technologies have negative
impact on the NVH performance. This makes
the task of NVH optimization more difficult.
Secondly, concerning electrical or hybrid powertrains, new NVH technologies and methods
have to be developed, either for eliminating all
the residual noises in order to strengthen the

sensation of silence during electric driving, or
for reaching good balance between e-motor
noises and IC engine noises during hybrid driving.
Thirdly, more and more NVH activities for new
powertrain development are done by simulation. This is due to the fact that new powertrains
should be developed faster, and also due to the
fact that we now have more powerful and reliable simulation tools.
VVM: Where do you see the most important
technical challenges of NVH-related powertrain
development?
WANG: The current major challenge is to reach
good NVH performance with the constraints of
fuel economy. For fuel economy purposes, engine downsizing, high efficient combustion and

Source:Source:
RenaultFiat
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powertrain weight reduction are mandatory. All
of these technologies have negative impact on
the NVH performance. Therefore, NVH engineers have to find ingenious solutions and clever ways in order to meet customer’s expectations with regard to NVH performance, without
compromising fuel economy targets.
The current major challenge
is to reach good NVH performance with the constraints of
fuel economy.
VVM: In which phases of the powertrain development process is NVH integration currently of
particular importance?
WANG: NVH integration is of particular importance in the advanced phase. In fact, OEMs
have to renew vehicles and powertrains more

and more frequently, and currently the duration of a new powertrain project is around three
years from the start of project to the start of
production. It is absolutely necessary to ensure
that all the technologies used and the design of
all the parts are satisfactory from an NVH point
of view during the first phase of the project. After this phase, it will be very difficult to change
the design of a part or of a component.
VVM: And how do you think this will change in
the future?
WANG: In the future, this trend will continue
and the new powertrain development cycle will
be even shorter. Of course, this will not be possible without significant progress in powertrain
simulation technologies, particularly in the domain of engine performance, fuel consumption,
pollutant emissions and NVH.

legislation concerning noise emission, and
what are the consequences for your company?

dels, but also first order analyses with simple
tools.

WANG: The new EU regulation of noise emission was officialised in European Union in 2014.
This regulation requires -2 dB in pass-by noise
by 2020, and -4 dB by 2025 with respect to the
current limit.

VVM: NVH development requires complex numerical simulation and experimental investigations – what are the most promising strategies
to handle this complexity?

The challenges for OEMs are very high, as the
counter-measures for pass-by noise should be
achieved while reducing weight and fuel consumption. In Renault SAS, requirements related to the new pass-by regulation are taken into
account in all the new vehicle and new powertrain development projects.
A good strategy:
Handle a complex problem
with simple and reliable tools.

VVM: Which R&D achievements in your area of
responsibility are you most proud of?

VVM: What is the role of NVH numerical simulation at your company?

WANG: I am particularly proud of the achievement of good combustion noise results in
Renault’s new generation of Diesel engines.
Thanks to a good cooperation between NVH
and engine calibration teams, we were able to
define a series of ingenious methodologies for
NVH optimization by means of engine calibration. This good NVH performance was obtained
without negative impact on fuel consumption
and pollutant emissions, and without creating
additional cost for sound absorption.

WANG: The role of numerical NVH simulation
in Renault is very important. In Renault SAS,
we have been applying a new powertrain development process with reduced prototypes and
reduced time for three years. The design has
to be "right from the first shot". This process requires much more activities by simulation.

VVM: How do you see the development of EU

Digital powertrain models are built and validated by simulation long time before the manufacturing of the first prototype. Of course, NVH
simulation activities not only include simulation
with specific software on virtual powertrain mo-

WANG: From my experiences, I think that the
good strategy is to try to handle a complex problem with simple and reliable tools. This is true
for numerical simulation tools as well as for experimental tools. Too often, complex tools make
us lose time and energy for mastering the tools.
Consequently we have less time to handle the
real problems. Of course, it is not possible to
solve NVH problems by simple tools without
experience and good methodology.
VVM: Will it be possible to replace experimental
NVH investigations in the vehicle development
process completely with simulation within the
next ten years?
WANG: I think that it is impossible to replace
experimental NVH investigations completely
with simulation within the next ten years. Currently, the major difficulties in the simulation of
powertrain NVH are related with high frequency
noises and unusual noises. Of course, progress
will be made in the simulation of these noises in
the future, but new noises will appear with the
introduction of new technologies.
VVM: Where are the most efforts required to
make NVH simulation fully reliable in the future?
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WANG: In order to make NVH simulation fully
reliable, it is very important to make correlations
with measurement results every time when there is a new component or a new method introduced in the modelling. For this reason, I think
that the simulation scope should be limited and
focused. It is not reasonable to try to simulate
all the noises in a single model.
VVM: What can be done to further strengthen
innovations in the field of NVH?
WANG: New ideas have to be found to
strengthen innovations in NVH. As in the case
of other innovations, NVH innovation should
also match the requirements of customers and
bring added value for them. I think that there is
a big potential for innovation in the domain of
creation of emotions and pleasure by sounds
in the vehicle.
VVM: What did your company learn with respect to NVH during the development of electrified vehicles?

WANG: The gear whine noise remains a difficult topic for NVH engineers, as the influential
parameters are numerous, not only in the gearbox but also in the whole structure of a car. For
electric or hybrid vehicles, the requirement on
gear whine noise is more severe, so it is necessary to make efforts to improve the situation, particularly with the constraints of weight
reduction.
VVM: How will the customer experience the
new generation of a Renault vehicle?
WANG: Electric vehicles, self driving vehicles
and connected vehicles are among the priorities of Renault for vehicles in the future. Customers will experience all these new opportunities in a future Renault vehicle which will make
the driving more ecological, more comfortable
and more pleasant. These new opportunities
will require new NVH performance.
VVM: What are your expectations from a research partner?

WANG: We have learned a lot of things from
the development of electrical vehicles. Regarding NVH, one of the important lessons we
learned is the necessity to acquire skills specific to electrical components and to cooperate
with new partners in order to master all the
electro-magnetic noises in the domain of very
high frequencies.

WANG: A research partner should provide cooperation and expertise for solving new powertrain NVH problems of OEMs. For that, it is necessary to achieve a better match between the
needs of the OEMs and the research world. I
am happy to see that this is exactly the target of
the new event "NVHub" organized by VIRTUAL
VEHICLE.

VVM: Where do you see potential for improvement in conventional drivetrain NVH?

VVM: What is your experience in cooperating
with VIRTUAL VEHICLE?

Source: Renault
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WANG: I am very impressed by the energy and
capacity of people at VIRTUAL VEHICLE, not
only the capacity of technical expertise, but
also the capacity of international networking,
communication and event organization. This
proves the high professionalism and motivation of people at VIRTUAL VEHICLE. I hope to
be able to cooperate with VIRTUAL VEHICLE
more deeply on powertrain NVH topics.
Dr. Shanjin Wang has been interviewed
by Dr. Anton Fuchs.

Dr. Shanjin Wang
is Powertrain NVH Expert and technical
leader of powertrain NVH activies at
Renault SAS France
1979- 1985: Tsinghua University (Beijing)
1986- 1990: Ecole Centrale de Paris - PhD
1990- 2000: GKN Driveline France –
R&D Engineer,
NVH Test Team Manager
2000- 2010: Renault Powertrain Engineering
Division – NVH Team Leader
2011-Today: Renault Powertrain Engineering
Division – particularly in charge of powertrain
NVH strategy, powertrain NVH core competence development and resolution of major
NVH problems of new powertrain projects.
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Co-Simulation
Vehicle Dynamics

Co-Disciplinary Computing
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Cross-Domain Co-Simulation
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Integration platform for virtual prototype design
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Automated evaluation of Co-Simulation results
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Real-time Co-Simulation
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ICOS is an innovative and independent
Co-Simulation platform for the dynamic
integration of CAE modeling tools from
various domains. It was developed at
the VIRTUAL VEHICLE.

Integrated Safety (“Tool Chain”) and ADAS
• Investigating the effectiveness of integral safety systems
• Considering issues such as driving dynamics, sensors,
safety controller, safety structure and crash (including FEM)
• Connecting real-accident database with assessment of ADAS

System-oriented Energy Management
• Comprehensive energy management
• Integrated cooling system and electrical supply net design
• Analysis of 12V, 48V and 600V components included

Contact and Information
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Tel.:
E-Mail:
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VIRTUAL VEHICLE; Kompetenzzentrum Das virtuelle Fahrzeug Forschungs-GmbH
Inffeldgasse 21a, 8010 Graz, Austria

Design of Hybrid Powertrains
•

Parametrising components to assess in overall system

•

Including ECU, HiL and test rig in simulation environment
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Book on Automotive NVH Technology:

Strategic Partnership with AVL:

Read this...

AVL GOES "ICOS"

VIRTUAL VEHICLE is editing a peer-reviewed book series on ”Automotive Engineering: Simulation and Validation Methods”, published by Springer. After publishing the volume “Automotive Battery Technology“ in 2014,
VIRTUAL VEHICLE released a second book in this series on “Automotive
NVH Technology“. An upcoming volume will be on “Comprehensive Energy Management”. ■

The CEOs of AVL List GmbH and VIRTUAL VEHICLE signed a partnership for the development, industrialization and worldwide distribution of
the technology ICOS (Independent Co-Simulation). VIRTUAL VEHICLE
will continue to develop this technology in close cooperation with AVL and
other industry partners. AVL will focus on the industrialisation, and will
take over the worldwide exclusive distribution of the technology within the
AVL "Integrated Open Development Platform“ (IODP). ■

Smart, Urban and Light Vehicles:

Standards for Coupling Real-time Systems:

"EU-LIVE" Starts

ACOSAR

A European consortium of leading vehicle manufacturers, suppliers and
research institutions is developing a comprehensive solution for the next
generation of electrified, cost- and energy-efficient light vehicles. The
unrivalled modular development approach of the EU-LIVE project will
provide a complete range of different electrified powertrains and vehicle
bodies with different designs. ■

In the European project ACOSAR, leading vehicle manufacturers, suppliers and research partners work together towards a standard necessary
for a modular, distributed and open system development. The project is
coordinated by VIRTUAL VEHICLE and unites partners such as Volkswagen, Porsche, Renault, AVL, Bosch, ETAS and dSpace. The results will
provide a communication framework for real-time systems that enables a
more efficient development process and opens the door for new business
models. ■

AC SAR

AdvAnced co-SimulAtion open SyStem Architecture
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2.

CITY OF GRAZ SUPPORTS
VIRTUAL VEHICLE
Mobility is one of our city’s economic areas of strength.

achtzigzehn | bezahlte Anzeige

In Graz research excellence meets manufacturing know how. VIRTUAL VEHICLE is an international
research and development center which aims to strengthen Graz as a research location. Therefore
the city of Graz supports the activities of VIRTUAL VEHICLE.
www.economy.graz.at
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Future Vehicle
Technology

Safe and
Secure Vehicle
• Integrated Safety
• ADAS and
Automated Driving
• Smart and
Embedded Systems

Comfortable
Vehicle
• NVH and Aeroacoustics
• HVAC
• HMI and User Acceptance

Green Vehicle
• Comprehensive
Energy Management
• Tribology and
Friction Reduction
• Alternative Powertrains
• Electric Energy Storages

Efficient
Development
and Production
• Hybrid and Virtual
Testing (XiL)
• Interoperability and
Cross-Cutting Methods
(RT Co-Simulation, MBSE, FuSa, …)

• Information Management
• Human Factors and
Smart Production

Rail Systems
• Safe, Green and
Comfortable Vehicles
• Sustainable and
Reliable Infrastructure
• Vehicle-Track-Environment
Interaction and Whole-RailSystem Assessment
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